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Bars and Melody are a British rap duo formed in 2014. Rapper Leondre Devries and singerBars and Melody are a British rap duo formed in 2014. Rapper Leondre Devries and singer
Charlie Lenehan took the world by storm when their debut single “Hopeful” entered the UKCharlie Lenehan took the world by storm when their debut single “Hopeful” entered the UK
charts at number 4. Fast forward 7 years, several world tours and platinum records later,charts at number 4. Fast forward 7 years, several world tours and platinum records later,
Bars and Melody are taking it to another level.Bars and Melody are taking it to another level.
For the first time in their career, the group are taking complete creative control, makingFor the first time in their career, the group are taking complete creative control, making
music with the sole intention of showing what they are truly all about. This is a new wavemusic with the sole intention of showing what they are truly all about. This is a new wave
era for Bars and Melody, giving us a deeper insight into who they really are.era for Bars and Melody, giving us a deeper insight into who they really are.

BAM's sound is a combination of pop, trap & drill, reminiscent of the likes of D-BlockBAM's sound is a combination of pop, trap & drill, reminiscent of the likes of D-Block
Europe, AJ Tracey, Steel Banglez, Yung Thug and Travis Scott. Fresh off their 2021 U.K.Europe, AJ Tracey, Steel Banglez, Yung Thug and Travis Scott. Fresh off their 2021 U.K.
tour, their first NFT drop and launch of their own podcast. They duo about to starttour, their first NFT drop and launch of their own podcast. They duo about to start
releasing a whole new collection of music throughout 2022, whilst before embarking onreleasing a whole new collection of music throughout 2022, whilst before embarking on
the European leg of the ‘Stay Frosty’ tour and unveiling a multitudethe European leg of the ‘Stay Frosty’ tour and unveiling a multitude
of new industry pushing projects, both in the digital space and real world.of new industry pushing projects, both in the digital space and real world.

Their latest single Pneumonia builds on their move into drill & trap aesthetics, butTheir latest single Pneumonia builds on their move into drill & trap aesthetics, but
combining it with the large pop sound that has defined the groups career. Creating a trulycombining it with the large pop sound that has defined the groups career. Creating a truly
unique piece with huge melodic hooks, danceable beats and grooving bass-lines.unique piece with huge melodic hooks, danceable beats and grooving bass-lines.

With a dedicated global fanbase in the millions, millions of streams across platforms,With a dedicated global fanbase in the millions, millions of streams across platforms,
industry support and time on their side. Bars & Melody are quite simply a force to beindustry support and time on their side. Bars & Melody are quite simply a force to be
reckoned with.reckoned with.
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